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Merry Christmas

Hope you get a special delivery this
Christmas
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DECEMBER 2019
Welcome to the last edition of Brisport for 2019.
November was a tough month for rally and
off-road event organisers, competitors,
officials and spectators as the incredible fire
front caused the cancellation of many
events including the WRC Rally Australia in
Coffs Harbour plus at a local level, Barry
Neuendorff’s Off Road Short Course Round in
the Lockyer Valley.
The rally driver training day arranged by Russell Hewitt and Peter Flynn had to move from
Benarkin to a private property with no fire risk and rally survey work in Jimna and other
forests have been delayed as fires continue to burn and HQPlantations and the QFES plus
QRFS work to stop existing fires and save valuable property and forest assets.
Having been involved with Rally Australia, I saw first-hand the enormous amount of work
done by organisers to try to salvage a workable event and the aftermath of the decision
to cancel. The WRC and National teams all understood the reasons for the cancellation
and in the words of one WRC team boss, “how can we run a Rally when the community
is suffering so much”. These WRC teams donated all their fresh food to feed the firies
and help the community and Rally Australia donated all the bottled water that would
have been used by the Officials. WRC drivers made donations of cash and their time to
support the emergency services and proved once again what a wonderful “family” exists
in the Rally world.
I know that Barry N and his team also put in enormous efforts to get the Off Road off the
ground but the fires beat them after only a few runs. My thanks go to Barry and all
involved for their efforts to keep everyone safe as fire again threatened the event areas.
I am sure you will also join me in thanking the efforts of the many NSW and Qld firies and
the many volunteers from Rural units who worked tirelessly to fight these enormous fire
fronts and save as many houses as possible. They are true heroes and deserve our
support and thanks.
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On a happier note, please support the work done by Dom Corkeron to organise the
BSCC 2019 Christmas Party on Saturday 7 December at the Transit Tavern at DFO. This
will allow members and their guests to meet our Board and have a relaxing evening to
celebrate a busy and successful year.
As I write these notes, I realise that it is only a month to Christmas Day and five weeks to
2020. We have a big year planned for 2020 and look to welcoming some old and new
faces into the organising teams
for 2020. We particularly need
to train some more event
Rally
secretaries and senior officials
Organisers
for our events so don’t hold
back if you can help us. You
don’t need a lot of equipment
only a desire to help and an
ability to quickly learn the ropes.
We have people to mentor you
but to paraphrase Evan Green’s
book title, we need a “few more
right arms in the boot”.

Before I sign off, I must thank Margaret Mackay for her
continuing hard work and dedication keeping the
Club running and the office doors open on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Thanks also to all the Board members, Clerks of
Course, Event Checkers, organising teams and
officials for their selfless efforts over 2019.
Thanks also to the competitors who have trusted us to put on good events and voted
with their entries.
Finally may I wish each and every Club member and their families a happy, safe and
enjoyable Christmas and may we see you all in 2020 as part of the great motorsport
“family” of which we are all part.
Paul Woodward
President

See you at the
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Frontal Head Restraints (FHR) in Speed Events

CAMS members are reminded that as of 1 January 2020, the mandatory use of Frontal
Head Restraints (FHR) will come into effect for Speed events, whereby the vehicle entered
is fitted with the necessary requirements to ensure the effective use of a FHR.
In implementing this for Speed events CAMS has applied the mandatory use of FHR to
only certain vehicle classifications, those being aligned with the mandatory use across
other disciplines of the sport. This will mean that:
Each 1st Category (single seater) vehicle will require the use of FHR except if it is a
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Superkart or a 5th Category single seater which is exempt from the use of FHR; and

Each vehicle which is the subject of a CAMS Log Book and classified as a Race,
Rally/Road or Off Road vehicle will require the use of FHR, the same as if that vehicle was
entered into an event for one of those disciplines.
A vehicle which is road registered will not be require the mandatory use of FHR,
unless that vehicle is also classified and holds a Log Book as a Race, Rally/Road or
Off Road vehicle. This approach is to ensure that those vehicles which compete
elsewhere that requires the mandatory use of FHR must now also use FHR in Speed
Events.
CAMS encourages all competitors to consider the use of FHR whether it is applied as
mandatory to them or not.

The wording for Schedule D for Speed Events for 1st of January 2020 will read as follows:

¹ FHR for SPEED Events
A FHR compliant with Standard A and a Helmet compliant with Standard A must be worn when
competing in:

a) Each 1st Category (single seater) automobile, expect for:
1) a Superkart; or
2) a 5th Category automobile which is exempt from the use of a FHR.

b) Each automobile the subject of a CAMS Log Book which applies a RACE, RALLY/ROAD, OFF
ROAD or 5th CATEGORY classification that requires the mandatory use of a FHR.

The use of a FHR is not required for a Road Registered automobile for a SPEED Event, except
where Article (b) above is applicable.

A full-face helmet is highly recommended for a driver of an open car.

Any further queries can be directed to technical@cams.com.au.
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2020 BSCC
Calendar
Month

BSCC Event

22 February
Test and Tune Jimna

February
29 February /1 March
Off Road Short Course

March

28 March
QRC 1 Manumbar

May

9 May
KCF 1 Jimna

August

1 August
KCF 2 Benarkin

September

19 September
QRC 3 Imbil

November

14/15 November
Off Road Short Course

21 November
KCF 3 Gympie

December

Sat 5 December
Christmas Party
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Queensland young gun impresses at test with Finnish WRC Driver
The Inaugural Kristian Sohlberg Rally training day was recently held with former
Finnish WRC rally driver and now full time Rally coach to current top level drivers Kristian
Sohlberg in a private test facility North of Brisbane.
Kristian drove with the Mitsubishi WRC team in WRC Rounds from 2000 to 2007 and now
is the only full time rally coach in the WRC, coaching the likes of Gus Greensmith and
Sami Pajairi. Kristian was excited to help current QLD Rally Championship competitors
hone their skills before the 2020 season begins.
1 on 1 training was held with all 6 participants covering topics including car set up,
consistency, pace notes, mental approach and various driving techniques.
Participants saw huge improvements with times dropping 5-6 seconds per lap from the
beginning of the day to the end of the 1200m circuit.
The most improved was Kim Acworth whose times dropped markedly over the short
stage.

When asked about the training Kim said “The transition from Libby (91 RS Liberty) to
Bruce (04 Subaru STI Group N) was somewhat harder than I expected. Bruce has so
much more grunt than Libby, I’ve ended up driving way too timidly. I went into the training
with Kristian with the goal of finding ways to bridge that gap. I knew there were gaps in
my skills and in my confidence to really “drive” Bruce. Kristian definitely helped me with
that. When he said “full throttle now… .keep it going”, I held my breath, gripped the
steering wheel and did it, and kept doing it even though I was extremely uncomfortable.
He got me braking later and changing lines to open the corners as well. After putting it
into practice I gained more confidence with each lap. So my plan for 2020 is to put this
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into practice out in the forest stages, keep practicing and hopefully improving. Then just
maybe we’ll line up for a full QRC season in 2021.”
QRC 2017 Novice Series winner Ryan Williams driving a Mitsubishi Mirage for the first
time impressed Kristian so much with his natural talent that he has been invited to a test
session in Finland in January 2020.
The 40km test on snow and ice will be alongside 2019 SM3 Finnish Rally Champion Sami
Pajari in a current Ford Fiesta R2T. This is the same car Sami will be contesting the 2020
WRC Junior Championship in.
Ryan will then also compete in a 60km Finnish RallySprint. All going well in testing and
the Rallysprint, there is a possible package for the QLD star to compete at WRC Rally
Finland in August 2020 in a Fiesta R2T spec car.

Ryan said “Kristian was such a humble and nice bloke to be around and also gave such
precise and easy to understand tips on my driving, I immediately noticed the extra
speed and confidence in me and also the car.
But this opportunity to go over and drive in Finland and test with an up and coming
Finnish star Sami Pajari….. the opportunity is absolutely amazing and I really hope I
can make the most of it.
A huge thank you to Russell/Thomas Hewett for organising the rally training day with
Kristian which still went ahead despite the slight hiccup the day before with the event
needing to find a new location due to catastrophic fire risk and forestry closure”
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Russell Hewitt who owns P3 Solutions, the QLD Rally Championships title sponsor was
the instigator for the training. Russell also competed in Finland in 2019 Arctic rally,
winning his class with current QRC 2018 Novice Co-Driver winner Brad Jones calling
the notes.

Speaking with Russell today he says “This is a great opportunity for Ryan and Brad,
and one a lot of us wish we had, its simply a dream come true for them both, I’ll do
everything possible to help them get to Finland and be successful.
To get to the test will cost $10,000. We are seeking sponsorship and already have
$2700 from local QLD businesses and competitors.
But we need more support, everyone knows you can’t get anywhere in motorsport on
your own, so I’m asking everyone who ever dreamed of the opportunity that Ryan and
Brad have to dig deep and have a hand in what could potentially be the first major step
towards a WRC drive in the near future……one day you will may be able to say..I
helped them get to the WRC back when they first started……the reality is they can’t go
without your help.”

For those that would like to help Ryan Williams and Brad Jones get to Finland an
account has been set up and donations can be made to

NAB
BSB# 084-961
Acc# 57-139-6715
The next Test and Tune event will be run by the Brisbane Sporting Car Club on Feb
22nd 2020 in Jimna, Russell is currently in negotiations with Kristian to have him return
for a week of training at Jimna and other locations. If you are interested you should
contact Russell on 0439037044 to secure your spot, they are sure to fill fast following
the success of this inaugural training day.

Images by: CH Images
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https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub
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The Business Card Page

Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ................................ Paul Woodward
Vice President……..Dominic Corkeron
Secretary ............................... Position Vacant
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Immediate Past President ... Peter Flynn
Board Member……..Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Tony Kabel, Paul Woodward,
Craig Porter, Russell Hewett, Dominic Corkeron, David Bannister, John Coleman, Iain Robertson,
Tristan Carrigan
CAMS Delegate .................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Officials Liaison Officer………..Iain Robertson
Social Media……………Peter Flynn, Margot Knowles, Paul Woodward

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au
If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online

https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.

